The penguin waddling gait pattern has a more consistent step width than step length.
Previous research has indicated that the sagittal plane gait dynamics of humans are more stable and less dependent on active neural control, while the frontal plane dynamics are less stable and require greater neural control. The higher neural demands of the frontal plane dynamics are reflected in a more variable step width than step length. Greater variability in the step width occurs because humans modulate their foot placement for each step to ensure stability and prevent falls. Compared to other terrestrial animals, penguins appear to have excessive amount of frontal plane motion in their gait that is characterized as waddling. If excessive frontal plane motion requires additional neural control and is associated with falls, it would seem that evolutionary pressures would have eliminated such locomotive strategies. Here we measured the step length and width variability to determine if waddling results in a less stable gait. Remarkably, the variability of the step width was less than the variability of the step length. These results are directly opposite of what has been reported for humans. Hence, our data indicate that waddling may be an effective strategy for ensuring stability in the frontal plane dynamics.